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On the cover front
study bookcase, writing desk and armchair in light Italian walnut

On the cover back
entrance with original frescoed vaulted ceiling Volume I
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Chiodelli Arte was established in the “heart” of Veneto’s furniture factories, where craftsmanship
transformed  furniture making into art. What previously was just the passion of a craftsman 
quickly became a treasure trove of stylistic knowledge and e�ciency in production  to satisfy 
the most demanding of tastes.

Re�nement, elegance and quality are the values that distinguish all the products in Chiodelli
Arte’s name. A mix of qualities recognised and appreciated throughout the world as “Made in 
Italy”.
 
Sophisticated connoisseurs can admire the care with which the wood is worked and the high 
standard of chosen raw materials, together with the fact that the entire production is carried out
in Italy by master craftsmen.
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Pages 4 and 5
beautiful Corinthian capitelscovered in gold leaf

Opposite
Leonardo collection: wall panelling in walnut  and  painted columns with gilded corinthian capitals
occasional table with carving decoration mod. Duchess
sofa mod. Brooke
ottoman mod. Brooke
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On this page and opposite
ottoman mod. Brooke

Opposite
armchair mod. Brooke 
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Opposite
Leonardo collection: wall panelling in walnut with fabric, niche, and pillars
carved Louis XV console in gold leaf mod. Gilda

On this and following pages
Louis XV console gold leaf and carved details 
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Opposite
Leonardo collection walnut panelling with mirror and painted columns with gilded Corinthian
capitals

On this page
mirror and carved frame details 
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Page 18
Leonardo wall panelling details of the wooden
capitals and carvings 

Page 19
details of the painted columns with gilded
corinthian capitals 

On this page
carved details of the door panel

Opposite
Leonardo collection cabinet (library) with one
swing door with carved decoration

Page 22
Leonardo collection �replace with richly
carved caryatides

Page 23
detail of the carved caryatides
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MICHELANGELO
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Pages 26 and 27

Michelangelo wall panelling in Louis XVI style,
with carved decoration

armchair mod. Grace  with carved legs

ottoman mod. Greta with skirt

occasional table with carving decoration mod. Duchess

sofa mod. Greta 

cocktail table with richly carved legs and glass top with
wooden carved frame mod. Carmen

On this page and opposite

sofa mod. Greta details
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Opposite
armchair mod. Grace with carved legs 

On this page
occasional table with carved decoration mod. Duchess



On this page and opposite
armchair mod. Grace with carved legs , details of the carved legs and of the armrest
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On this page and opposite
Michelangelo wall panelling in Louis XVI style with

carved decorations, and brass radiator cover 
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On this page and opposite
Michelangelo wall panelling in Louis XVI style carved details 

Following pages
ceiling with carved wood rosettes, ivory with gilded 
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DONATELLO
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Page 42, 43, 44 and 45

Donatello collection wall panelling with mirrors
and big columns in antique walnut

chair and armchairs mod. Emma Louis XVI style

dining table Louis XVI style mod. Elizabeth

armchair mod. Brooke

consolle in New Empire style mod. Josèphin

Opposite

sideboard with carving doors and pillars mod. Victoria

On this page

sideboard carved details
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On this page and opposite
dining table Louis XVI style mod. Elizabeth
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Opposite
dining table Louis XVI style mod. Elizabeth inlay details on the top

On this page
dining table Louis XVI style mod. Elizabeth carved details on the legs
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Opposite
consolle in New Empire style



On this page and opposite
console in New Empire style carved details



On this page
mirror and carved frame details

Opposite
Donatello collection walnut panelling with mirror and painted columns
with marble Corinthian capitals
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RAFFAELLO
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On this page and opposite
Ra�aello collection executive writing desk



On this page and opposite
executive writing desk details of the leather top, and hidden drawers
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On this page and opposite
executive swivel armchair on casters mod. Bridgette
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On this page and opposite
Duse armchairs, showcase in walnut with delicate carved decorations
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Opposite
armchair in Louis XV style mod. Marie-Antoinette
occasional table mod. �érèse



On this page and opposite
armchair in Louis XV style  carved and gold details
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Previous pages
wall panneling in walnut, with frabbrics and chess board

On this page
elegant carved details of the door panel

Opposite
walnut wall panelling with one swing door
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TIZIANO
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Previous pages
Tiziano collection walnut wall panelling with little
pillars and capitals, walnut ceiling
executive writing desk Tiziano collection (front side)
occasional table mod Anne

On this page and opposite
Tiziano collection executive writing desk details of the
carved decoration and of the opening door
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Opposite
Tiziano collection walnut wall panelling with little pillars and capitals, and insert of a painting, walnut ceiling
writing desk Tiziano collection with drawers (back side)



On this page and opposite
writing desk Tiziano collection with leather top with golden decoration and opened drawers details
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On this page and opposite
Tiziano collection walnut wall panelling, door, walnut ceiling
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Page 88
occasional table mod. Anne, top with precious inlay

Page 89
occasional table mod. Anne,

walnut wall panelling, and armchair

Opposite
occasional table and armchair mod. Duse

On this page
armchair mod. Paolina

Pages 92 and 93
wall panelling, capitals and painting details

Pages 94 and 95
ceiling details
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